MiTranman

MiTranman
Mitigate risks | Minimise downtime | Maximise ROI

A user friendly fleet management solution to maximise
compliance, driver safety & operational efficiencies.
MiTranman supports you to manage your fleet operation in an efficient and compliant manner. It
provides you with a visual dashboards so you can quickly identify any issues that need fast decisions.
Using MiTranman will also support your organisation to minimise paper, as all your information is
captured electronically - providing you real-time, critical data, at your finger tips.

MiTranman empowers you to optimise the management of:
Compliance & earned recognition
Providing you with a red-ambergreen indicator which enables you
to view your fleet and compliance
status in real-time.
It gathers the required performance
information and sends it to the
DVSA on your behalf saving you
hours of work every month on data
anaysis, complex calculations and
report preparation.

Fleet & drivers
Providing a comprehensive
record of all vehicle and fleet
operating personnel.
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Workshop & maintenance
Simpifying job prioritisation
and invoicing to streamline the
maintenance, servicing and
inspection of your fleet.

Mitigates noncompliance risks

Improves
data insight

Controls
fleet costs

Main benefits:
 rives customer confidence and
D
optimise fleet operations
 upports your new business
S
opportunities and helps meet tender
requirements
 itigates risks; easy tracking of DVSA
M
compliance with RAG status indicators

Contractor & stores
Improving stock and facilities
management while enabling
effective job allocation and
authorisation.

Electronic documents
Facilitating easy access to
information.
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 utomates reporting and submission,
A
saves time and minimises administration
I ncreases visibility of your fleet
operation with early warning of
issues that could mean missed KPIs
or cause downtime.
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What is DVSA earned recognition?
DVSA earned recognition is a voluntary scheme for vehicle operators of all sizes to prove they meet
driver and vehicle standards. In return for regularly sharing performance information with DVSA,
participants’ vehicles are less likely to be stopped for roadside inspections.

What are DVSA earned recognition scheme requirements?
You must have an electronic maintenance management system to record, monitor and submit
specified KPIs, within a scheduled time frame for DVSA to monitor. DVSA will not have access to
your data or system. These KPIs include:

100% Complete set of safety inspection records, including all relevant sections and signed off
as being roadworthy.
100% Safety inspections are completed within the stated frequency.

100%
Driver defect reports where road safety related items have been reported and are
appropriately actioned.

Why Civica?

35

years

In-depth sector
experience & expertise
to underpin service
delivery

Our customers include:

100+

Private sector organisations


95%
Vehicle and trailer MOT initial pass rates (if you only have up to 20 vehicles in your fleet,
the KPI is no more than one failure in 13 rolling measurement periods).

100+

MiTranman Earned Recognition dashboard

Local authorities &
government agencies

73%

UK emergency services
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